
Level 1: Remember Level 2: Understand Level 3: Apply Level 4: Analyze Level 5: Evaluate Level 6: Create

arrange abstract adapt analyze appraise act

choose ask apply assume argue assemble

cite calculate build attribute assess author

define categorize carry out deconstruct check combine

describe classify change diagram coordinate compose

duplicate compare compute differentiate criticize conjecture

find conclude develop discover critique create

group construct models dramatize discriminate debate design

identify contrast draw dissect decide devise

label convert employ divide detect do

list defend execute examine determine form

locate demonstrate experiment with experiment evaluate formulate

match discuss implement focus justify generate

name distinguish interview inspect monitor hypothesize

omit estimate make use of integrate prioritize imagine

quote exemplify manipulate investigate rate improve

recall explain model order recommend invent

recite express operate parse support make

recognize extend organize point out test make up

record extrapolate paint question value originate

relate generalize plan scrutinize verify

repeat give example practice structure weigh

retrieve illustrate prepare subdivide

select indicate produce survey

show infer schedule

state instantiate sequence

tell interpolate sketch

underline interpret solve

interrelate teach

judge use

map utilize

observe

outline

paraphrase

predict

rephrase

report

represent

research

restate

retell

review

rewrite

select

subsume

summarize

translate

Recommended Bloom's Taxonomy Measurable Verbs



Level 1: Remember Level 2: Understand Level 3: Apply Level 4: Analyze Level 5: Evaluate Level 6: Create

describe calculate calculate choose arrange

identify choose categorize compare choose

locate construct classify conclude construct

match demonstrate compare defend develop

recognize explain contrast discuss infer

relate generalize distinguish judge investigate

show identify group select organize

illustrate identify survey plan

interpret infer predict

list interpret prepare

select list produce

show organize tell

outline

relate

research

select

sequence

solve

Verbs to Avoid
believe

comprehend

conceptualize

experience

feel

hear

know

learn

memorize

perceive

realize

recognize

see

think

understand

Sources:

https://coe.uni.edu/sites/default/files/wysiwyg/BloomRevisedTaxonomy.pdf

https://www.k-state.edu/assessment/Revised%20Blooms%20Handout.pdf

http://fycs.ifas.ufl.edu/swisher/6802_16/Revised_Bloom.pdf

https://www.ctl.uga.edu/uploads/elc/Blooms_taxonomy_revised_1-13-17.pdf

http://www.celt.iastate.edu/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/RevisedBloomsHandout-1.pdf

https://cft.vanderbilt.edu/guides-sub-pages/blooms-taxonomy/

Other Bloom's Taxonomy Measurable Verbs (depends on context of objective)


